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Take aways:
Arguing a credible investment narrative for Greece remains challenging

 The III. Greek Program comes with more strings attached
 The III. Program is front loaded with prior and pending actions
 The Program has far-reaching consequences for the banking sector

Completing the first review opens a window of opportunity for all sides

Greece as a program country since 2010

 In an adjustment program since 6 years
• No other euro area country has needed
more than one program

 The III. Program is heavily front loaded
• Prior actions, pending actions, milestones

• From the Troika to the Quadriga

 Lessons learned from prior programs?
• Refrain from micro-management - Trust
• Include an investment component

The Importance of Completing the First Review

 An timely conclusion remains elusive
 Market sentiment towards Greece would
change with a positive review
 Rating upgrade
 ECB reintroducing waiver
 Inclusion in ECB's QE program

 Lifting of capital controls is paramount
 Regaining credibility & trust in Europe
 Opening the door towards debt relief talks

The III. Program Reshapes the Greek Banking Sector
Three interventions stand out:
Re-shaping operational environment

 Conclusion of recapitalisation process
• Unprecedented low prices

 Management and sale of NPLs
• New role for foreign funds

 Restructuring plans for Greek banks
• Sale of foreign subsidiaries

Conclusions – Concerns - Opportunities

 Will the Quadriga remain all inclusive?
• The role of the IMF: Should I leave or should I stay?
 Speculation about elections is counter-productive
• The investor community is concerned about the politic situation
• Social acceptance of reform – Ownership of the program
 An unsustainable debt burden makes Greece unpredictable for investors
• The parameters of debt relief for Greece remain unclear & controversial
• The Greek economy showed resilience in 2015. Can it be repeated?
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